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ABSTRACT
 In this paper, we propose a cell trapping array to simultaneously manipulate and 
treatment a great number of living cells with high-throughput and simple fluidic method.  
The array designed by the equivalent circuit simulation can immobilize a lot of cells on 
orifices without the damage due to local pressure gradient of high hydraulic resistance in 
embedded microchannels. 
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1. INTRODUCTION
 Highly integrated microdevices show great promise for basic biomedical and 
pharmaceutical researches [1].  In particular, a cell manipulation system plays an important 
role to control the positioning and the treatment of the single cells [2].  In previous research 
literatures, the authors have proposed a novel simple fabrication method for a single cell 
analysis chip using double inclined UV lithography to expose a single layered SU-8 coated 
on a patterned mask [3], and demonstrated high-yield electroporation for living cells with 
the membrane impermeant substances [4].  In this paper, we design a novel structure for 
high-throughput cell trapping system with low damage by using the equivalent circuit 
analysis. Since the designed configuration has crossed/embedded microchannels and high 
density arrayed micro-orifices, which cannot be fabricated by the previous inclined 
lithography [3].  So, we propose a multidirectional –inclined/rotated– UV lithography for 
different kinds of functional components of the cell trapping array. 
Figure 1. Cells behavior in cell array 
    
(a) Schematic image (b) Equivalent circuit model 
Figure 2. Model of microchannel 
Series Configuration Parallel Configuration 
Figure 3. Schematics of arrays 






b) Cells are serialized by inflow from the suction side. 
Cell
c) Large pressure difference between arrayed orifices is generated.
Cells near suction side might be damaged by high pressure.
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Pressure
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2. THEORY
 A schematic of cells behavior in commonly used cell trapping arrays driven by suction 
force is shown in Fig.1.  In the handling of multiple cells by negative pressure of a syringe 
pump, the cells immobilized on orifices near the suction side are often damaged by the high 
pressure due to the hydraulic resistance in the embedded microchannels.  So, we considered 
an equivalent circuit model as shown in Fig.2, and designed two types of embedded 
networks with series and parallel configurations as shown in Fig.3.   
3. FABRICATION PROCESS 
 As the cell trapping array, the crossed/embedded microchannels and more than 10000 
micro-orifices with 2µm diameter can be simultaneously fabricated by SIMPLE (SIngle-
mask Multidirectinal PhotoLithography for Embedded network) process, which applies one 
spin-coating and one dipping development with inclined/rotated UV exposure using single-
mask as shown in Fig.4.  The SIMPLE process can simultaneously fabricated the curved 
microchannels and orifices from single mask as shown in Fig.5.  The series and parallel 
arrays were fabricated by the SIMPLE process. 
4. SUCTION TEST 
 To compare the series and parallel configurations as shown in Fig.6, we carried out a 
suction test.  Figures 7 and 8 show the fluorescent images in process of suction tests when 
suction was applied from the bottom side of the image by one syringe pump, and cell 
immobilization rates, respectively.  Since the parallel one realizes more unordered 
immobilization than the series one, the parallel configuration with bypass channels applies 
the equally suction force to the immobilized cells on each orifice by one syringe pump. 
a) Schematic of photolithography machine 
b) Exposed volume from one incident point 
Figure 4. SIMPLE process 
Mask pattern for  
curved microchannel 
Mask pattern for orifice with 
microchannel 
Curved microchannel Microchannel with orifice 
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Series Configuration Parallel Configuration 
Figure 6. Mask patterns for cell arrays 
Series Configuration Parallel Configuration 
Figure 7. Fluorescent images of ANS-stained 
cell immobilization on arrayed orifice (White 
dots are immobilized cells.) 
Figure 8. Cell immobilization rates with 
series / parallel configurations ( :
Series,!: Parallel configurations) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
 In this paper, we propose a cell trapping array to simultaneously manipulate and 
treatment a great number of living cells with high-throughput and simple fluidic method.  
As the cell trapping array, the crossed/embedded microchannels and more than 10000 
micro-orifices with 2µm diameter can be simultaneously fabricated by the SIngle-mask 
Multidirectinal PhotoLithography for Embedded network (SIMPLE) process.  By using the 
equivalent circuit analysis, the parallel configuration with bypass channels applies the 
equally suction force to the immobilized cells on each orifice by one syringe pump. 
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